This paper represents lossy compression technique which can be effectively used for correlated pixels in both continuous and discontinuous series. Generally, compression is achieved by reducing redundancy through removal of similar pixels. Here, dependency of effective compression over their continuity has been removed. The efficiency of the proposed method has been described mathematically, proving it suitable for higher bit images.
INTRODUCTION
In computers now days, use of graphics has become common and is used almost everywhere. Thus, images are of important aspects. But due to their increased sizes, importance of compression techniques also stands with them. They need to be compressed so as they will occupy less space and can be sent to other locations through mail, etc easily. An image is nothing but a group of pixels with each pixel carrying a value which shows color, brightness and other information of that position. Depending upon the pixel values, images can be of various types like 1 bit image or binary image, 8 bit image or grayscale image, 24 bit image or RGB image, etc. Nature of image depends upon pixel values in a series.
If pixel values vary gradually in a row of pixels, then it is a continuous tone image and if there is a sharp or zero difference of values between two consecutive pixels at many positions, then it is discrete tone image like in case of a chart or a cartoon, etc [7] . This approach involves pairing of image pixels which is done to shift the pixels into new positions effectively. This would help in putting up the similar pixels in series. Various techniques can be developed to place pixels in various positions so as to get maximum number of correlated pixels series. Thereby, efficient compression can be achieved for their discontinuous row.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II shows various works related to the prescribed problem. Section III explains the complete methodology which is then followed by conclusion in the last section.
RELATED WORK
Run length encoding (RLE) is a common and simple compression technique. Here, a series of correlated pixels is replaced with a similar pixel followed by their number, done by encoder [9] . The reverse of this process is done by decoder. RLE technique is useful in simple graphic images like icons, line drawings, animations.
RLE has many applications. Like its use can be visualized in object recognition and edge detection [1] . Various approaches have been developed so far. Parallel algorithms have been implemented over RLE [2] where the input stream is divided into a number of equal parts, each sent to encoder for RLE compression. Another approach given by J. Trein is to send an image into blocks of pixels in parallel [3] whose output is a sequence of runs describing start and end position of similar pixels. A method has been developed to optimize code of this technique [4] where compression factor is inversely proportional to the average length of each run. Efficient RLE schemes have been derived by Hatsukazu which involves mapping fixed-length blocks of source output into variable length codewords [5] . Chengjjie Tu represented adaptive RLE technique where the coded output is encoded further using context based adaptive binary arithmetic coding [6] to maximize compression efficiency.
The main problem that RLE carries is its dependency over an image to be continuous in nature. It mainly relies over the situation for pixels to be similar in a run for better compression. If the length is small, efficiency would definitely decrease. This algorithm has been developed to deal with this problem. It does not rely over the described situation for better compression. It tends to reduce the gap between similar pixels by shifting those pixels using various techniques, making it capable of providing efficient compression for discontinuous series as well.
THE PROPOSED METHOD
In this paper, pixels are grouped into pairs, each pair carrying 2 consecutive pixels. Original pairs have been recognized as base pairs which form other pairs by swapping their pixels. Let S be the set of any 2 base pairs or a pair along with a pixel (depending upon the number of pixels N) such that intersection of any 2 sets results no pair. Selection of pairs in S involves fixed number of other pairs between them (varying from 0 to N/2 -2) which may leave few pairs incapable of forming S. In S, first pixel of second pair or the pixel itself can be swapped either with first pixel of the first pair (E) or with its second pixel (I). Thus, formation of S along with I or E denote a particular swapping technique, marked by a unique character or small string. All these techniques are noted in a notepad. Now, all the base pairs are read in row-major fashion, starting from top-left. Count the number of pairs with similar pixels. Apply all the noted techniques in base pairs and do the same thing. The situation with maximum number of pairs carrying similar pixels is observed and applied. Now, from every pair while raster scanning, one of the 2 pixels is stored in an array, say R 1 , and 1 bit in another array R 2 if they are similar. If they are not, both of them are stored in the same sequence in R 1 and 0 bit is stored in R 2 . The last unpaired pixel (if N is odd) is also stored in R 1 along with 0 bit in R 2 . When scanning completes, the string, if any, corresponding to the applied technique is stored in R 2 which is pushed in a stack and R 1 is shifted to new array R 3 .
The procedure is repeated for all pixels in R 3 by taking new R 2 and the cycle is then continued until and unless very less number of pairs with similar pixels are observed. So, output would be R 3 along with a stack of R 2 .
For decompression, pixels of R 3 and R 2 (pulled from the stack) are scanned simultaneously. Every pixel in R 3 is doubled if its corresponding bit in R 2 is 1. Otherwise the pixel next to its following pixel and the next bit are observed. This would expand R 3 . When R 3 completes, the swapping technique signified by the string stored in R 2 is applied in it. This cycle is continued for the whole stack. Thus, the original image (R 3 ) is retrieved efficiently. For binary images, B = 1. So, minimum value of CR is 1 + 8M/N. As CR is greater than 1, the technique is not suitable for binary images. It is also a bit time consuming process, though time consumed is for better efficiency only.
4. CONCLUSION
Compression algorithm for images has been shown which can provide good compression for correlated pixels in any series. Various theorems have been then discussed to derive out the range of CR, showing its dependency over bit depth. Thus it has been concluded that the proposed method can be effectively used for higher bit images.
